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for advice on how you can follow in their footsteps. Having a men

tor of this type will be of great value to you as you work to change 

your IT and business culture toward BRM-related concepts. 

What I have experienced is that if a leader has had a winning 

BRM team, they do not want to live without it and will continue 

to invest in BRM advancement. If they have not seen the value of 

BRM, it may be hard to explain its power, especially if IT has a 

very traditional internal culture. 

Lastly, be willing to invest in the right people. You need very 

capable talent with a broad array of technical and business expe

rience and knowledge. Investing in the right people to lead your 

BRM initiative is a crucial component of its success. 

Are there other BRM items of importance that 
you think would be value to CIOs? 

Hayes: Having a strong relationship with your business partners 

must include not only the business needs but also the business/ 

technical needs of IT. This includes projects that reduce technical 

debt, maximize the infrastructure's reliability and flexibility, and 

position IT both technically and organizationally to meet the future 

needs of the organization. In BRM-speak we call this "portfolio 

shaping," and it truly elevates the collaboration among IT and 

functional leaders. It fosters a joint prioritization process to ensure 

that optimized business value is recognized from every dollar 

spent. Anytime you can take a very subjective process and make it 

objective, both parties are a lot more satisfied with the result. 
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Brusnahan: To truly optimize the value of IT in the organization 

using BRM concepts, you must: 

• Work with IT leadership to continuously improve IT

processes (designed towards speed of business vs.

cumbersome governance).

• Ensure value recognition is being tracked and realized.

• Help create and converge business strategy and

IT strategy road maps.

• Lead the "demand shaping" of IT project portfolio to

coincide with proper strategic priorities.

• Be the voice and representative of IT to explain the why

behind decisions, process changes, and other activities

with business teams.

• Coach IT leaders and team on how to report out,

communicate, and engage business leaders and teams.

• Ensure proper team dynamics for IT projects: for example,

that the business is engaged and feels project ownership.

• After building credibility with business leaders, grow the

relationship so IT is respected as an equal.

In closing, I would like to thank Joe Hayes and Jim Brusnahan 

for their time, insights, and advice. I would also like to thank Aaron 

Barnes, CEO and Founder of the BRM Institute, for his insights and 

for accelerating the development of the BRM discipline. 
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